(LC625)
Recruitment Consultant - Accounting and Finance - City of London - 25000 -35000
How would you feel working for a larger team who work collaboratively, share ideas, candidates and support each
other?
Would you benefit from having a hot desk where you only need to concentrate on building client relationships?
This is a fantastic opportunity for an Accounting and Finance Recruitment Consultant to join a leading,
international recruitment provider to the Real Estate, Finance, Accounting & Banking, Construction & Engineering
sectors. Established for almost 20 years’, they are a recognised market leader in their space. They build long
term partnerships with their clients and much of their business is repeat business. The senior management team are
experienced and experts. They are based in Central London, close to a number of mainline train/underground
stations.
Due to an internal move, they are seeking to add to their successful accounting and finance team and are looking
for an experienced Recruitment Consultant to work on a permanent desk placing accounting and finance candidates
at salaries from £30 – 50k in the Property market.
This is a busy, fast paced desk that has billed c£200k this year, working with an established client base that
includes SME businesses to larger corporates. You will have jobs to work on from day one. The candidate base is
well established too and it will be easy to bill and make money.
This is a busy and fast paced role and you will need to have experience recruiting accounting and finance
professionals. This is a super opportunity to work for a specialist recruitment business who are seen as experts in
their space. The team are all billing well, it is busy but they have fun and support each other.
They are experts at what they do but it’s also a great place to work with a family feel to it. They are fast growing
and profitable and have a great work/life balance. 98% of employees recommend them. They will offer a
competitive salary and uncapped commission structure as well as super training, ongoing incentives and rewards.
They are a global business and there are opportunities for moves in their worldwide offices.
For further information please contact Louise on 020 3889 1673 or email louise@gsr2r.com

